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President's MessagePresident's Message
Rachel Glade, PhD, CCC-SLP, LSLS Cert. AVT

To our Accomplished ArkSHA Members,

Without question, 2020 will be a year none of us are
soon to forget. Despite the COVID chaos, 2020 has
provided gems of opportunity and growth. We have
persevered through finding unique ways to generate

therapy materials, all while navigating the world of telepractice. Your
ArkSHA Board has been hard at work this year as well.

2020 ArkSHA Accomplishments:

1. Successfully advocated to have the IQ Requirement removed from
the Medicaid Manual 

2. Successfully hosted our first VIRTUAL ArkSHA Convention 
3. Reviewed and updated the ArkSHA bylaws 
4. Reviewed and updated the ArkSHA ‘Policies and Procedures’

manual 
5. Reviewed and updated the ArkSHA strategic plan (and added a

plan to include annual tracking of progress)
6. Updated the ArkSHA website to facilitate transparency with members

(added bylaws, strategic plan, and several informative pages and
links) 

7. Added 3 member benefits through professional development
discounts 

8. Introduced the “Gift to Grad” program as a student member benefit
9. Recognized 4 outstanding members as ArkSHA Professional Members

of the Moment  
10. Recognized 4 outstanding students as ArkSHA Student Members of

the Moment 
11. Provided letter of ArkSHA’s support for the Audiology-Speech-

Language Pathology-Interstate Compact bill 

[READ MORE][READ MORE]

https://www.arksha.org/component/content/article/2-uncategorised/53-2020presidentsmessage?Itemid=101
https://www.arksha.org/membership/renew
https://forms.gle/1DqnqoD3JGF3t7jP6
https://forms.gle/KbmfNRKeGH2naTiz7
https://ceus.speechpathology.com/arksha/
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Connect with ArkSHA on Social Media!Connect with ArkSHA on Social Media!

     

Be sure to use #ArkSHA when connecting with us!

Check out our website, www.arksha.orgwww.arksha.org, where we will continue to make
updates.

https://www.facebook.com/ArkansasSpeechLanguageHearingAssociation/
https://twitter.com/ARSpeechHearing
https://www.instagram.com/arspeechhearing/
http://www.arksha.org




This is my "grown up Christmas list"This is my "grown up Christmas list"
~ Donna Fisher Smiley, PhD, CCC-A
ArkSHA VP for Audiology, 2020

As we approach the holiday season, I am reminded of growing up and
celebrating Christmas with my family. I always had a pretty long Christmas
wish list. The older that I have gotten, the shorter that the list has become
AND the list has included fewer material possessions. This year I was thinking
about what is on my “wish list” professionally. I thought I would share it
because it involves you - my audiologist and speech-language pathologist
friends. Stick with me here…

Needless to say, as an audiologist, I think hearing is an incredibly important



sense. I have truly come to appreciate the various “seasons” of hearing. By
this I mean, I have come to appreciate that hearing sensitivity in infancy
and early childhood is extremely important from the language
development perspective. In school-age children, hearing sensitivity is
extremely important from the learning perspective. During the teen years
and young adulthood, hearing sensitivity is extremely important from a
socialization perspective. Then in adulthood through our “golden years,”
hearing sensitivity is so very important for maintaining cognitive function
and connectivity. So, keeping these stages of life in mind, it is my grownup
Christmas wish that whenever we professionals in speech, language, and
hearing are evaluating a person’s communication abilities, we always
consider the hearing abilities and auditory functions of that person. If a
child’s language abilities are being evaluated, or if an octogenarian’s
swallowing and cognition are being assessed, my wish is that the
professional seeing that person thinks, “I wonder how well my client is
hearing what I’m saying,” and then says, “I should perform a quick hearing
screening to ensure my client is capable of participating in this evaluation
as well as possible.”

Also, on my grown-up Christmas wish list is the desire to see these same
professionals consider the communication abilities of our patients who
may have perfectly normal or typical hearing sensitivity. We all need to
remember that we see clients of all ages who may struggle with
communication capabilities as a result of a neurogenic disorder, genetic
syndrome, or traumatic injury. We are speech, language, AND hearing
professionals, so my wish is that we all always consider the other
perspective and continue to value the other senses involved in this
important world of communication.
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Betty Bass Graduate
Student Scholarship

ArkSHA Charitable
Fund

Renamed in memory of Betty Bass in
October 2017, the Betty BassBetty Bass
Graduate Student Scholarship Graduate Student Scholarship is
given to individuals enrolled in a
Communication Sciences and
Disorders graduate program in the
state of Arkansas.
Donations from our members allow
us to offer this each year. This is
separate from the ArkSHA
Charitable Fund.

Donate to ScholarshipDonate to Scholarship
FundFund

In December of 2019, the ArkSHA
board started the ‘ArkSHA
Charitable Fund’ with the Arkansas
Community Foundation to provide
our members and supporters with a
tax-deductible way to support
ArkSHA’s initiatives. This will allow
ArkSHA to provide funds for
educational/research purposes to a
selected 501(c)3 as requested and
the board sees fit.

Donate to CharitableDonate to Charitable
FundFund

Member of the MomentMember of the Moment

ProfessionalProfessional

Kelsey Sutton, MS, CCC-SLPKelsey Sutton, MS, CCC-SLP

Kelsey Sutton deserves a big virtual high five! With
very little notice, she shifted to full-time
teletherapist this year and has excelled in every
way! Kelsey has not only worked tirelessly to meet
the needs of a full caseload of virtual students, she
has supported our entire department this school
year. Kelsey can be counted on to mentor other
SLPs with teletherapy and technology questions,
provide resources to others, and tackle the
complex communication needs of her students
through creative and innovative means. Rogers

Public Schools appreciates Kelsey's contributions!

StudentStudent

Braxton BarberBraxton Barber
-Graduate student at the University of Central Arkansas-Graduate student at the University of Central Arkansas

Braxton is a first-year graduate student at UCA,
where he completed his undergraduate degree.
Braxton has always been an excellent student,
well respected and liked by both faculty and
fellow students. Braxton experienced a significant
loss this past year, yet showed his maturity in how

he handled this life-changing event. He navigated his many responsibilities

https://www.arksha.org/students/bettybassscholarship
https://www.arksha.org/index.php/component/rsform/form/19-arksha-betty-bass-scholarship-donation
https://www.arcf.org/give-online/?fund=ARKSHA+Charitable+Fund


honestly and professionally, in a way that most students would not have
been able to manage. Just this past month, Braxton, with the help of his
father's business, Southern Tees, created a UCA CSD merchandising page
to allow supporters of UCA CSD to purchase apparel, cups, etc. In
addition, they are donating a portion of the proceeds back to the
department to be earmarked for student needs such as travel to
conferences to disseminate research. His generosity will help CSD students
for years to come. Braxton graduated from Vilonia High School in Vilonia,
Arkansas. He enjoys being outdoors, hunting, and spending time with his
beautiful new wife, Mindy. The faculty in UCA CSD know Braxton will be a
difference-maker in our field; he already is here at UCA.

Nominate Today!Nominate Today!

Want to nominate a
student or professional

member of the
moment?

Select the image to the
side to be taken to the

nomination form.
Nominate Today!Nominate Today!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10Se6J_mumK_h6herzo_Wg9r7oB6Y2_d-jO07O3gfKek/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1ror1brdq2wanHY8te1M9ZYv41GpK-hDrtn7HBYID71E/viewform?edit_requested=true


ArkSHA Member selected forArkSHA Member selected for
ASHA 2020 Awards of ExcellenceASHA 2020 Awards of Excellence



ArkSHA Mission StatementArkSHA Mission Statement
Connecting, learning and communicating with audiologists, speech-
language pathologists, future professionals and consumers through:
Advocacy
Education
Mentoring
Networking
Resources

Connect withConnect with
usus

   
 

https://www.facebook.com/ArkansasSpeechLanguageHearingAssociation/
https://twitter.com/ARSpeechHearing
https://www.instagram.com/arspeechhearing/

